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Project partnership

X

This projet envolves some partners and their roles are: Municipality of Florence: The role within the project is to
be the partner outside the AA. Considering its important
experience in researching the state and the challenges of
World Heritage Sites, its main duty will be to undertake the
WP5 on “Thematic Study on critical challenge”.- Bordeaux
Métropole has a special interest in the project because of its
need to enlarge the WH site management to the buffer zone
which has been reorganized. -Edinburg World Heritage: To
deliver the capitalization strategy plan for the partnership to
achieve the best possible impact. - Consortium for the city of
Santiago de Compostela Santiago will be responsible for the
diagnosis study to be carried out to all partners involved in
the AtlaS-WH project. It will involve building a solid diagnosis
framework that will set the basis for the development of the
project.

Brief summary

X

AtlaS.WH intends to create a network of urban WHS, by
addressing common challenges related to the protection of
their identity, while enhancing their cultural assets, in order to
stimulate heritage-led economic and cultural development. The
main result will be the Sustainability Plans for each WHS, by
implementing an integrated and participative management and
monitoring model, which arises from the common construction
of a methodology and the exchange of know-how and best
practices.

Project description

X

The urban World Heritage sites (WHS) represent an important
cultural value in the context of the Atlantic Area (AA).
AtlaS.WH will be an important step for their preservation,
enhancement and sustainability. The main objectives are: 1. To
address, within a common methodology, the main challenges
that each WHS is facing, including tourism, gentrification,
risk management, climate change, energy efficiency, among
others; 2. To develop strategies and public policies for the
sustainability of urban WHS; 3. To create governance models,
open to the community, integrated and participative; 4.
To develop management tools, recommendation guides,
assessment and measurement models; 5. To create a longlasting network of WHS, in order to disseminate best practices
and to reinforce cooperation.

Project workplan

X

Proj Prep: Porto stimulated contacts between all the partners
and coordinated the proposals presented. Proj coord: Major
aims are the start-up of collab network and the setup of
mechanisms that will enable the implem of the proj, its manag/
coord. Proj Com: The commun. plan for the project aims
to provide stakeholders with information. Cap: The capit.
Strat. plan has been designed to allow the exploitation of
the tangible and intangible results. Diag: In the first meeting
to be held in Porto a framework for the initial diagnosis will
be proposed to all the partners that will cover aspects about
the state of the art of each WH site. Them Study on critical
challenges: Based upon the previous diagnosis, a group of
common challenges will be identified. Meth for the Manag and
Sust Strat: The basis of the method are the intern principles.
Manag and Sust Plans’ Manag Tool: This WP will be based
upon the Method and will define the instrumental tools needed
to apply it in the cities involved.

Project budget

X

The budget was prepared by all partners taking into account
the distribution of the Work Packages, their actions and
the outputs to be achieved. Porto’s budget is higher than
the others as Porto will be responsible, not only for the
preparation, but for two other packages. External Expertise
and Services represent a relevant expense in the budget as
the project intends to bring consultants/universities’expertise to
it. The total budget is 1.822.665,00€.

Output indicators

X

6Work Packages(WP)include Proj
Manag(WP1),Commun(WP5)and Proj Long-Term
Effects(WP6),as well as Method for the Sustain
Strategy(WP2),Manag Tools(WP3)and Awaren-

Raising(WP4.In the WP2, an initial diagnosis will cover the
state of the art of each WHS.A Method for the Sustain and
Govern of each WHS will be proposed and an additional
thematic study on critical challenges will be carried out. In
WP3,a common open database will be created and will feed
the future monitoring and benchmarking processes. However,
the main output is the Manag and Sustainab Plans for each
WHS, enabling a powerful instrum for effective manag, taking
into account today’s challenges and the prot, sustain and
enhancem of their universal heritage value. Other output of
this WP include guides for technical recommend,capacity
building training sessions for the managers and staff of
each WHS.WP4 includes trans(national)knowledge transfer
sessions,local training for professionals and awareness-raising
sessions for schools
Others

